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Practical, scenario-based advice for neurologists:
insights from concise clinical cases
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This handy volume of 31 brief chapters covers much of what the
neurologist would need to know about genetics in current practice, in
a compact and easy to read format. The topics are each based around a
clinical scenario, resulting in an easily accessible style that will be
particularly familiar to graduates of problem-based learning medical
curricula. The text is clearly written and to-the-point, with each
chapter containing a helpful ‘key points to remember’ box in
conclusion.
In keeping with the series title, there is an emphasis on practical

aspects of investigation and management. This means that each short
chapter can provide the clinician with a useful working knowledge of a
condition, or a group of conditions, and their genetic basis. The
appropriate application of genetic testing is discussed, and issues such
as direct-to-consumer testing and coincidental findings are addressed
specifically in chapters at the end of the book.
The layout of the book favours conciseness, meaning that there are

not many diagrams or illustrations, and those that are included are
small and greyscale, which is a disadvantage for the histological and

clinical photographs. Similarly, the resolution of some of the brain
imaging presented is less than ideal, but is sufficient to identify the key
features.
The choice of topics is wide ranging but, of necessity in a book this

size, not completely comprehensive. The case-based format makes it
easy to engage with the description of an individual disorder, but can
be less successful when covering a group of very closely related
conditions such as the spinocerebellar ataxias (there are two chapters,
covering SCA2 and SCA17, with, of necessity, a degree of overlap
between them, for example). The narrative style, with references to the
individual case details, such as the mutation identified, throughout the
text, means that each chapter may be less useful as a quick source of
reference, and more useful as a holistic introduction to the condition,
warranting reading as a whole.
This book would be valuable reading for the neurologist in training

or in practice, and could also make a worthwhile addition to the
library of anyone sitting membership of the Royal College of
Physicians, for example, as well as higher specialist exams in
neurology. The genetic information is clearly presented and up to
date, but the background to this is not described in as much detail as
could be ideal for clinical geneticists in training and specialist
neurogenetic practice. Overall, this book does a great job of
demystifying neurogenetic conditions, and equipping the physician
with enough knowledge to start to investigate and manage them.
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Scientific research just got easier for genetic
counselors (and others)
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The only limiting thing about the book ‘Genetic Counseling Research—
A Practical Guide’ is the name. Written by experienced teachers and

researchers, it is devoted to research methodology in genetic counsel-

ing but should really be on the booklist of everyone planning a

scientific research.
Beginning with the most basic question of how to

come up with a research question, the chapter goes on

explaining how to do so and then provides ideas and worksheets

to help.
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Keywords are the keys to find articles and the next chapter teaches the
researcher how to find the right words to enable others to find the article
once it is published. This chapter also shows how to find articles for the
literature review described in the next chapter. A thorough guide
through the maze of reading articles for the literature review, including
how to critique both qualitative and quantitative research with compre-
hensive worksheets to evaluate them as well as how to write the review.
Designing the study is a difficult task and is well documented in the

next chapter, following instruction on how to do different types of
studies and analyze their data. Worksheets, to help the researcher,
follow the text.
When all the work has been prepared, the study is finished

and the analysis is done, it is time to write the article and then

prepare the manuscript for publishing. The authors give excellent
instructions not only on how to do so but also on how the
researcher can prepare for both supervision and peer review and
how to reply.
This book is very well organized and the style is accessible and an

easy read even for those who are not experienced in research. The
authors have done an outstanding work by writing such a compre-
hensive guide for researchers. ’
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